Evaluating the effects of modified speech on perceptual speaker identification performance
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Abstract

This paper details a study to evaluate the effects of modified speech on perceptual speaker identification (SID) performance by naive listeners. Speech recordings made by eight male, native-French speakers were selected from the PTSVox database. The pitch and speech tempo of the recordings were modified at the word-level. The first 75% of words spoken were modified, such that the percentage of modification began at 100% and gradually decayed to 0%. The direction of the modifications was also examined, such that pitch modifications began at ±600 cents and speech tempo modifications began at a ratio of either 1:2 or 3:2 (modified to normal speech tempo). Following a familiarization period, participants completed two rounds of 48 “go/no-go” task trials (balanced), where each round corresponded to a different speech modification type. The main results showed perceptual SID performance was significantly affected when participants were presented speech recordings that contained pitch modifications in comparison to speech tempo modifications. The findings revealed participants were able to overcome higher percentages of speech tempo modifications to make correct distinctions between speakers. Although modified pitch influenced in voice perception performance, high variability between participant responses was observed, which suggests listeners model speakers differently.
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1. Introduction

Recent literature reviews on perceptual speaker identification (SID) [1][2][3][4][5] have highlighted the distinction between listeners who are familiar or unfamiliar with speaker voices. Several studies reported that despite factors, such as inter-speaker variability [6] or background noise [7][8], listeners were more consistent at discriminating familiar speakers in comparison to unfamiliar ones. In general, both listener- and speaker-dependent models have been proposed to explain this facility [3], where listeners perceive certain vocal characteristics and use them to build accessible speaker representations. Although naive listeners are incapable of locating “unfamiliar” speaker representations, most have the capacity to discriminate between different speakers by comparing voice qualities and perceiving some as similar as opposed to others [9][10]. However, the methods used by naive listeners to perceive and gauge voice similarities are still not very well understood.

The cues used by naive listeners to distinguish speakers are multiple, as speaker identity perception has been linked to processing various acoustic features, such as fundamental and formant frequencies [11][12][13] and phonetic content [14][15][16]. Thus, it is difficult to attribute the weight of perceptual SID skills to any one of them. Studies on speech production have shown that the fundamental frequency (F0) characterizes speakers according to their sex [17], age [18] or sociocultural background [19]. A study by [13] demonstrated that F0, F2, and F3 all play important roles in speaker identification. More recent work has revealed similar findings, as a study by [11] showed naive listeners used different perceptual similarity dimensions when identifying female (F0 and F1) and male speakers (F0 and mean difference between F4 and F5). These findings underscore the importance of pitch on perceptual SID, however, as evidenced, various dimensions and their combinations are used differently by listeners.

Similarly, listeners have been shown to be sensitive to very small variations in pitch rate [20] and rhythmic variations that constitute speaker-specific indexical information [21, 22]. However, in general, speech is characterized by a very large amount of variation. If some speakers speak slower than others, the amount of variation in pitch tempo between speakers can be quite large [20, 23].

Although both pitch and speech tempo are cues used by listeners to identify speakers, it is important to underline that they used by speakers for communicative purposes. Thus, their variation is not exploitable as such by listeners to distinguish between speaker voices.

The current study aimed to evaluate the relative weight of pitch and speech tempo in the recognition of learned voices. By modifying the pitch and speech tempo of speech recordings made by a set of speakers, the goal was to examine their effects on perceptual SID performance by naive listeners. While it was hypothesized that modified pitch might play a greater role in influencing perceptual SID performance, it was of interest to examine thresholds across both pitch and speech tempo dimensions. Any observations would be crucial for understanding voice perception better.

2. Methods

2.1. Speakers

Speech recordings from eight native-French speakers (all male) were selected from the PTSVox database [24]. The speaker age range was 18 to 24 years (mean age 20.5 ± 2.0 years). Speaker details are available in Table 1. All speakers recited three French-texts: “Ma soeur est venue chez moi hier”, “Au nord du pays, on trouve une espèce du chat”; and “La bise et le soleil se disputaient”. They were recorded with a Zoom H4N stereo microphone (sampling rate: 44.1 KHz; bit depth: 16-bit).

Four speakers were assigned to an in-set speaker group, while the remaining speakers were assigned to an out-of-set group, where in-set speaker voices were used for “go” trials...
and out-of-set speaker voices were used for “no-go” trials (see 2.5.3). These groupings were made to create cohesion in terms of the (dis)similarities in speech characteristics between each in-set speaker and all of out-of-set speakers. To do this, calculations of each speaker’s fundamental frequency (F0) and speech tempo were made. The former was determined by implementing a YIN algorithm [25] in MATLAB 2016b (MathWorks Inc, USA). To obtain the latter, the mPraat Matlab toolbox [26] was used to first load speech recordings and speech-analysis Praat [27] Textgrid files into MATLAB and then calculated speech tempo (phons per second). Finally these metrics were used to calculate the euclidean distance (ED) between speakers. The out-of-set speakers had a mean ED value of 3.78 ± 1.95 ranging from 0.9 (between LG010 and LG019) to 6.26 (between LG004 and LG010). The mean ED value between in-set and out-of-set speakers was 13.26 ± 2.1 (LG024).

### 2.2. Stimuli

For each in- and out-of-set speaker 12 speech fragments were extracted from speech recordings using Praat. Although recordings contained speech read from the same texts, each was unique (96 total), e.g. the phonetic content inherent to similar texts was always presented out of phase by a minimum of 4 words. This was done to ensure speech modifications did not bias any words (see Section 2.3 for more details). The duration of the extractions ranged from 10.9 to 18.0 s (mean duration 14.3 ± 1.4 s). All 96 speech recordings were normalised with a peak to 0 dB with MATLAB. This peak normalization was performed on each recording by adjusting the maximal amplitude to a target of 100% of the signal dynamic.

### 2.3. Speech modification processing

Several reasons contributed to the decision to design a method that began each recordings with 100% speech modifications and then gradually decayed to 0% - no modifications, normal speech - once 75% of the total number of words were uttered. First the method was preferred over traditional methods that, for example, might present to listeners speech recordings with totalities of 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% speech modifications, as the latter would require us to develop more stimuli for additional trials. In turn, this might introduce memory bias or fatigue to listeners. Second the method afforded listener responses to be examined across a continuum, which could provide crucial information as to inter- and intra-listener sensitive to different speech modifications. The decision to only modify the first 75% of words in the speech recordings was to provide listeners with the remaining 25% of words un-modified (typical speech), which they could use to affirm (or reject) their responses and re-familiarize characteristics associated with each speaker. Finally, the decision to modify words instead of phones was to preserve locally prosodic information contained in each spoken word. Moreover, given the typically short duration of phones, we wanted to minimize the possibility of introducing artificial speech modifications (or distortions), which might distract listeners and their responses to the stimuli.

Following this design decision, it was important to select pitch and speech tempo modification limits to within two standard deviations of typical speech. For speech tempo, two ratios of modified to normal speech tempo were developed, where each fell within two standard deviations below (2) and above (2) a mean maximum coefficient of variation of ≈ 25% [23]. In the pitch domain, a mean of 25% variation equates to 3 semitones or 300 cents. Therefore, to be consistent with speech tempo, we opted to raise and lower pitch by 600 cents, as two standard deviations - in this case, 50% - represents 1-octave. Thus, in addition to studying whether pitch and speech tempo modifications influenced perceptual SID performance, we also examined any effects of modification direction (increasing or decreasing).

To modify speech recordings, the mPraat Matlab toolbox [26] was used to load speech recordings and speech-analysis Praat [27] Textgrid files into MATLAB. Next the number of words in each speech recording were calculated and distinguished the first 75% of the words (rounded to the nearest integer) from the last 25%, which remained un-modified. The mean duration of words was 0.28 ± 0.15 s ranging from 0.03 to 0.89 s. Each word in the first 75% was given a percentage of modification, such that the first word was given 100% and the last 0% (linear ramp). The corresponding audio was extracted and modified using the “Waveform Similarity Overlap-add” function wsolaTSM, which is available in the MATLAB TSM toolbox [28]. Each audio extract was modified based on the type of modification (pitch or speech tempo) and percentage of modification. For example, if the word “bise” (“kiss”) had been shifted up in pitch with a percentage of 45%, then it would be shifted up 270 cents. All audio extracts were then concatenated together. Following modification and concatenation processing, the mean duration of words was 0.28 ± 0.15 s ranging from 0.03 to 1.04 s. The mean duration of each modified speech recording was 10.3 ± 1.3 s.

### 2.4. Participants

39 people (31 female and 8 male) participated in the perceptual study (mean age 28.1 ± 13.6 years). All participants were native-French speakers and reported good hearing. All participants consented to voluntary participation in the study and were informed of their right to withdraw at any time. They were compensated for their time.

### 2.5. Experimental setup

#### 2.5.1. Technical setup

Participants completed trials on desktop computers at CEP-LPL. Throughout the study participants wore Superlux HD 681B headphones. Prior to testing, participants listened to a speech recording and adjusted the volume to their comfort.
2.5.2. Familiarization trials

In order to task naive listeners with identifying speakers whose speech characteristics were modified, it was necessary to provide them first with a period of familiarization. Rather than reusing in-set speaker stimuli to familiarize participants (see Section 2.2) and thus potentially introducing memory bias, a separate set of speech recordings were used. This stimuli contained spontaneous speech produced by the same in-set speakers in a separate recording session. In this recording session, the speakers were asked to describe their educational and professional experiences. Although the speech form differed between familiarization and testing stimuli, evidence has shown that spontaneous speech is more natural and rich in prosody [29], which listeners might take advantage of when characterizing speakers.

Eight speech recordings were selected per in-set speaker and were edited to remove any formal identifiers. The duration of the training speech recordings ranged from 3.9 to 6.9 s (mean duration: 5.1 ± 0.8 s).

First participants familiarized themselves with the speech characteristics of each in-set speaker (4) by clicking on a speech recording located below a photo portrait of the speaker on a Microsoft Powerpoint file (limitless).

Next participants were tasked to complete a series of trials programmed in Perceval [30]. These trials contained unmodified (normal) spontaneous speech recordings of the in-set speakers. At the start of each trial, a spontaneous speech recording belonging to an in-set speaker was played. In addition photo portraits of each speaker were aligned on the screen. Participants were tasked to select the photo portrait that corresponded with the speech recording. After each response, incorrect photo portraits were removed from the screen, while the correct one remained for 5 s before starting the next trial. Following a series of eight trials, participants received a score (%) that reflected their performance accuracy. They were required to receive a score of 100% for two rounds.

2.5.3. Modified speech trial design

Participants were tasked to complete two rounds of 48 “go/no-go” trials programmed in Lancelot [30] with modified speech recordings. For each “go/no-go” trial, participants were presented with a speech recording and a photo portrait. If they believed there was a correspondence between the photo portrait and the speech recording, then they considered the trial a “go” and responded by clicking on a button placed in front of them. If they believed there was a discontinuity between the two stimuli, then it was considered a “no-go” trial and did not register a response. To indicate the start of a trial, participants were presented a short “beep” generated by a sinusoidal oscillator (frequency: 500 Hz; duration: 0.8 s).

For each round, each in-set and out-of-set speaker (8 total) was presented six times, three per modification direction (1:1 ratio of “go” to “no-go” trials). Each round corresponded to a different modification type (pitch or speech tempo), where the order alternated between participants (balanced). Between each round, participants re-examined the Powerpoint file so as to re-familiarize themselves with the normal speech characteristics of the in-set speakers.

2.6. Data processing

To evaluate perceptual SID performance, accuracy was calculated, such that if participants correctly responded during “go” trials (true positive) by correctly identifying in-set speaker with their corresponding face or did not respond during “no-go” trials (true negative) i.e. found the in-set speaker face did not correspond with the out-set speaker voice, then they received a score of 1.0. They received a score of 0.0 for all false positive and false negative responses.

To evaluate the effects of speech modifications on the time required to respond per trial, a percentage of modification metric was developed. First, “go” trials where participants correctly responded were identified. Next, given the time of response, the corresponding location in the speech recording was identified. Finally a percentage of modification was calculated based on the amount of modified speech at this location. For example, a participant who correctly responded when pitch was elevated 300 cents would have a percentage of modification of 50%. In addition to the fact that all speech files had different durations, this metric allowed us to neutralise the effects of speech tempo modifications, where the direction either shortened or elongated speech and subsequently the recording’s duration.

For all outcome variables, Repeated Measures ANOVAs were carried out with Greenhouse-Geisser adjustments. We reported main effects on speakers and speech modification types, as well as their interactions. Because the speech recordings began with a maximum percentage of modification (100%) that was either above or below normal speech, direction (shifted up or down) as dependent on speech modification type. Thus, interactions between modification and direction types were reported. Where main effects and interactions were detected, post-hoc Bonferroni-adjusted t-tests were carried out (α = 0.05).

2.7. Preliminary results

Participants had a mean accuracy of 73.5 ± 6.5% ranging from 58.3% to 83.3%. Their mean response time for correct “go” responses was 5.78 ± 1.45 s with a range from 2.98 s to 8.44 s. Normal distribution functions were fitted with accuracy and response time metrics, which showed all participant performances fell within two standard deviations of the mean. Pearson correlation procedures revealed no significant relationship between accuracy and response times (ρ = 0.08, p > 0.05).

3. Results

3.1. Accuracy

Main effects on accuracy were observed for speakers $F_{3,114} = 6.42, p < 0.01$, $\eta^2 = 0.14$ and modification types $F_{1,38} = 6.66, p < 0.05$, $\eta^2 = 0.14$, as well as interactions between speakers * modification types $F_{3,114} = 3.0, p < 0.05$, $\eta^2 = 0.07$ and modification * direction types $F_{1,38} = 4.67, p < 0.05$, $\eta^2 = 0.11$. Post-hoc tests on main effects revealed participants found speaker LG024 (74.6 ± 2.4%) significantly more difficult to identify in comparison to speakers LG005 (85.0 ± 1.8%, $p < 0.05$) and LG013 (87.0 ± 1.7, $p < 0.05$), but not LG016 (84.8 ± 1.7, $p > 0.05$). They also had significant difficulty when presented speech recordings with modified pitch (P) (80.2 ± 1.4%) in comparison to modified speech tempo (T) (85.5 ± 1.3%), $p < 0.05$. Post-hoc tests on speaker * modification interactions revealed participants found significant differences between modification types for speakers LG013 (P: 82.1 ± 2.8%; T: 91.9 ± 1.7%), LG016 (P: 80.3 ± 2.6%; T: 89.3 ± 2.2%), and LG024 (P: 72.7 ± 3.5%; T: 76.5 ± 3.3%), $p < 0.05$, however, not LG005 (P: 85.9 ± 2.3%; T: 84.2 ± 2.8%). Post-hoc tests on modification * direction interactions revealed participants improved performance when speech recordings had decreased speech tempo modifications (88.7 ± 1.7%) in compar-
ison to increased speech tempo modifications (82.3 ± 2.0%). No significant effects of direction were observed for pitch modifications (P*D: 79.5 ± 2.0%; P*I: 81.0 ± 2.0%), p > 0.5 (Fig 1 - Left).

Figure 1: Interactions between modification and direction types: Accuracy (Left) and Percentage of modification (Right)

3.2. Percentage of modification
A main effect on the percentage of modification was observed on modification type $F_{1, 31} = 121.23$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.8$, but not on speakers, $p > 0.05$. In addition, an interaction between modification * direction types $F_{1, 31} = 77.84$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.72$ was observed. Despite increased percentages of modification, participants were able to respond accurately when presented speech recordings with speech tempo modifications (45.4 ± 1.6%) in comparison to those with pitch modifications (15.0 ± 1.2%), $p < 0.001$. Post-hoc tests on modification * direction interactions revealed participants were able to respond accurately when presented speech recordings with decreased speech tempo modifications (57.9 ± 2.1%) in comparison to increased speech tempo modifications (32.9 ± 1.8%) (Figure 1 - Right). No significant effects of direction were observed for pitch modifications (P*D: 16.4 ± 1.8%; P*I: 13.7 ± 1.7%), $p > 0.5$.

4. Discussion
The goal was to examine whether modified speech affected perceptual SID performance by naive listeners. The findings showed participant performance was significantly affected by the presence of speech recordings containing pitch modifications in comparison to those with speech tempo modifications. Although this observation was anticipated, an important finding was that listeners had significantly lower tolerances for pitch modifications, as evidenced by the percentage of modification for interactions between pitch * decrease (16.4 ± 1.8%) and pitch * increase (13.7 ± 1.7%). These percentages equated to -98.4 and +82.2 cents, respectively, which are both < 1 semitone. Unlike speech tempo modifications, no direction influenced the effects of pitch modifications, which suggests that elevated or reduced pitch modifications on speech have similar effects of perceptual SID performance.

A significant effect of direction was observed on speech tempo modifications, where participants enhanced performance when presented speech recordings containing decreased speech tempo modifications (88.7 ± 1.7%). A similar trend was observed in the percentage of modification results, which revealed participants were able to respond not only correctly but faster when presented decreased speech tempo modifications (57.9 ± 2.1%) despite the increased percentage of modifications. These initial findings suggest that by decreasing speech tempo, listeners had more time to focus and associate speech sounds with specific speakers. Unlike decreased speech tempo modifications, increased speech tempo modifications had effects that were similar to pitch modifications. These results suggest that by increasing speech tempo, each word’s duration was compressed, which, in turn, saturated information processing. Linguistic content is less understandable with increased speech tempo modifications [31]. Therefore listeners were destabilized and may have found it more difficult to associate voices with specific speakers. However, this destabilization was much less in comparison to experiences during pitch modifications, as listeners were able to tolerate increased speech tempo modifications as evidenced by 32.9 ± 1.8%, which was slightly over the ≈ 25% mean maximum coefficient of variation reported in [23].

The effects of modified speech on speakers showed participants were less accurate when presented speaker LG024 in comparison to LG005 and LG013. Table 1 reveals LG024 had a much smaller mean ED with the out-of-set speakers (4.2 ± 2.1) in comparison to LG005 (12.3 ± 2.8) and LG013 (11.8 ± 2.9). Thus from the outset, participants were predisposed to have more difficulty distinguishing LG024 from out-of-set speakers, which may have been further compromised by the task of making distinctions between modified speech recordings. Another important take-away was that speech modifications had no significant effect on any one speaker, as evidenced by our percentage of modification results. This finding suggests modifications affected speakers equally and did not bias certain speech characteristics, given their F0 and speech tempo ranges of 101 to 138 Hz and 12.3 to 15.3 pho/s, respectively.

While findings on the significant effects of modified pitch and direction on speech tempo modifications were reported, it was important to highlight inter-listener variability, where accuracy and response times ranged from 58.3% to 83.3% and 2.98 s to 8.44 s. Notably the lower limit verges on random responses (50%), which suggests some participants found the task more difficult than others. Despite completing the same trials with similar stimuli and having the same-level of familiarity with speakers, naive listeners exhibited a sizeable range of variability.

5. Conclusions
This study examined the effects of modified speech on perceptual SID performance by naive listeners. The following were major take-away messages from the study: (1) participants were more affected by modified pitch in comparison to modified speech tempo, which suggests the latter was used less to distinguish speakers; (2) the direction of the modification played a significant role on speech tempo modifications, but not for pitch modifications; and (3) there was strong between-listener variability, which supports evidence that listeners model speakers differently.
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